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Part I: How to Write Better Bar Exam Essays

The following are the keys to raising your essay scores:

1. Learn basic New York law word-for-word.

Memorize the most basic law in the eight to ten subjects that are almost always on the New York essay exam. Bar exam graders tell me that they give the credit principally for accurate and complete presentation of law. Good legal analysis flows first from clear and accurate statements of law.

I recommend using the "Law-in-a-Flash" flash cards, the ones in the yellow boxes. The telephone number for the publisher, Aspen Law Books, is (800) 317-3113. If you are taking the Pieper Bar Review ((800) 635-6569), memorize as many mnemonics as you can.

In the Gallagher Bar Training Schools, every student memorizes the basic law, and there are daily quizzes on those key rules of law.

2. Learn to manage time on the examination.

Train yourself to stay within the time allowed. If you do not finish the essay questions, it is unlikely that you will pass the exam. Students come to me, however, who have taken the New York examination ten or more times and never finished the essays! If you want to pass the exam, it is key to teach yourself to finish each New York essay in thirty-five to forty minutes. In the Gallagher Bar Training Schools, students "write to the clock." They learn to write a paragraph in six minutes. They train to finish their bar exam essays on time.

3. Learn to read the interrogatory with care and to answer it fully.

To maximize your score, you must treat the bar examiners with respect, paying attention to precisely what it is that they are asking for. In the Gallagher Bar Training Schools students practice reading and interpreting the bar examiners' questions every day.

4. Learn to outline and to organize the essay efficiently.

In order the treat the four or five main rules of law in each New York essay within the time allowed, you must start with a good outline. Exam essay writing is a species of speed writing, and speed writing requires efficient outlining. In the
Gallagher Bar Training Schools, students outline real New York essay questions every day. They get to be really good at it.


These are your keys to success on the bar exam essays. Knowing the law, managing your time, answering precisely the question asked, outlining for a lawyer-like presentation. Warm good wishes!

**First Rules for Writing Successful Answers**

1. **Know the law.**

   It may seem unlikely that students who have spent three years in law school and many hours in a bar review course still go into a bar examination without knowing basic law. It may also seem unlikely that the British had to take their infantrymen off the beach at Dunkirk in civilian rowboats.

   Unfortunately, both are true. Students do emerge from law school without having learned the legal analysis and legal theory their professors had hoped to teach and without the fundamentals of black letter law. Worse still, just as the British were not equipped to evacuate the beach at Dunkirk, so the law students are not equipped with skills for studying law. They must approach the bar review course with solid determination in order to learn the law. And so must you.

   You will never know enough law to pass the bar examination if you do not take it seriously. Take it seriously.

   Pay attention in your bar review course. Make (or buy) flash cards for the basic definitions in each area of law on which you will be tested. Burrow in and master the fundamental definitions in each area of law, even if the fine points momentarily escape you. For basic "issue spotting" there is an excellent series of books prepared by Beatrice Taines, available either from law book stores or from Prima Facie Press (P.O. Box 82, Walnut Creek, CA 94597-0082).

2. **Use words like a lawyer.**

   To sound like a lawyer you must call things by their legal names. You have to use the right "buzzwords" as my Navy friends say. Avoid sounding like someone giving kitchen table advice and sound like the person the community looks up to, a person with professional competence. Would you want to go to a doctor who always called the abdomen the "tummy"? The same consideration applies to
lawyers, except possibly more strongly, since the lawyer's craft is primarily one of words.

Using lawyer like language will help you to study for the bar examination. And it will help you to write successful essays on the bar examination. Vocabulary exists in a web, not a vacuum. Every word is tied by association to hundreds of other words. The legal terms in a lawyer's vocabulary are tied to other words in the same field of law and to related ideas in other fields of law. Once you become accustomed to using legal vocabulary in your own thinking and writing, you will find that it enriches your access to the law. It will do so even while you are studying. It will also do so when you sit down to write the bar examination.

3. Write a slow, deliberate, full, and lawyer-like answer.

Anxiety and impulsiveness often act as stumbling blocks to the production of a professional essay. They lead the writer to go straight for "the answer," instead of going through all the steps in a lawyer-like way.

Suppose, for example, that the question concerns a will. One of the legatees renounces his bequest, but he has issue who may (or may not) be entitled to inherit, given the conditions set out in the fact pattern.

Many students will go straight to that difficult issue and spend all of their time on it, even though, or especially when, that is an issue on which they are insecure. Such Anxious Andys are moths drawn to the flame of difficult issues. They burn themselves up on the hot spots in the questions. When I ask them why, they always say, "That's what I thought the question was about."

Now hear this. The question is always "about" one thing: whether you, the exam taker, can reason and write like a lawyer. The question is never, not even once, about whether you know the "right answer" to the most difficult and challenging issue raised by the essay fact pattern.

Every single wills question begins with one issue: Is there a valid will? (I assume there is no question as to whether the testator is in fact dead. That issue, of course, precedes the question of whether his will is valid.) So you start out by writing: "Under the law of [your state], the requirements for a validly executed will are as follows: . . ." and you spell out those requirements. You go on: "Here, . . ." and you show that this will has (or does not have) each of those elements. Then you draw your conclusion: "Therefore, this will is/is not valid." THAT IS WHAT THE QUESTION IS "ABOUT": LAWYER LIKE ANALYSIS.

4. Display the logical structure of the answer.
Because many students aim straight for the part of the question that they know least about, they never go through the lawyer like motions that display not only their own mastery of the subject matter, but the logical structure of the answer.

Other students take more time and set out an impressive number of the fundamental principles of that area of law, but their answers, too, fail to set out the logical structure of the subject. They twist the law and the facts together. They put the conclusion in the middle of the paragraph instead of at the beginning or at the end. They are full of the words "because" and "although," and their clauses are heaped upon each other so profusely that it would take a patient reader days to disentangle their work. Needless to say, the bar examination grader does not have days to spend. He may only have a minute or two for the full answer. By not displaying the logical structure of his answer, the student forfeits the grade he could have achieved.

5. **Finish within the time allowed.**

Part of doing a job in a lawyer like way is finishing it within the time allowed. The practice of law is full of time limitations. There are periods of time for the return of service and responses to motions. There are statutes of limitations within which actions must be filed. There are periods for the response to interrogatories and the production of documents. There are tax filing dates. There are dates for the probate of wills. No matter what type of law the practitioner practices, he is always in the midst of a busy calendar. He must always do things within a time limit. He must always cut short his research, draft his document to size, produce his complaint on time.

So it is with the bar examination.

Many bar candidates, however, launch themselves into writing an answer to a question for which they have between thirty minutes and an hour with no idea at all where their answer is going not how much time and space their first paragraph ought to occupy. They do not plan. They have, indeed, no visualization or idea of what that whole is of which their first paragraph will be but one part. They have no idea how many parts of that kind the whole will require.

Naturally, not having divided the answer to the question into time segments, they have no idea they are behind on time until the gong sounds, the gate comes down, and it is too late to add more.

6. **Organize by rules of law.**

Because many students read the questions looking for "the answer" they begin their essay answers with "the answer" and don't know where to go from there.
Other students, those who start with the part of the question they know least about, begin writing in the hope that "the answer" will somehow occur to them while they are writing.

Still other students are trained in "issue spotting." They are ahead of those poking around looking for "the answer," if only because they are likely to find more than one issue and so have rather more to say than the others. However, far too many of them can spot an issue and start a sentence that begins with "The issue is," but do not know where to go from there. They cannot integrate a statement of issues into a lawyer-like treatment of the law, with the application of the law to the facts.

7. Use separate paragraphs for each major rule of law.

The paragraph is the principal unit of writing. In general, each major rule of law becomes the major building block of one paragraph. This helps the grader to grade your paper and makes your paper easier to read. However, related rules of law leading to one conclusion may all go in one paragraph.

8. Leave ample white space between paragraphs.

Unless there is a great paper shortage in your state, ask for plenty of bluebooks at the beginning of the examination. Begin every paragraph on a new page, not at the top, but in the middle of the page. That way you will have space to add new rules of law and new conclusions. You will not have to write in tiny, cramped script, with complex sets of directional arrows that confuse the grader. Chances are good that you will wish to add something to your essay after you have written it. Be prepared. Leave plenty of white space. No one ever lost points on a bar examination because there were large white spaces between his paragraphs.

If you are leaving a large white space at the bottom of a page, it is wise to write "continues" in the lower right corner so as to alert the grader to turn the page and continue reading.

9. Use section headings to guide your reader.

Label your paragraphs and put the label at the top of the page. Negligence might be the label on one paragraph. Strict Product Liability might be the label on another paragraph in the same essay.

Likewise, where two or more paragraphs deal with the same topic, label each section. Smith's Case Against Jones may be the label on one section. The next section may read: Counterclaims. The third section may be labeled Defenses. You are helping the grader while helping yourself to keep organized and on track. And your headings will help you to confirm that you have covered all the points on your outline.
10. Use short declarative sentences.

There will be time to work on your legal style after you become a member of the bar. You will be able, then, to cultivate the flowing prose of Benjarrdn Cardozo. In the meantime, aim for simplicity. The grader of the bar examination simply may not have the time to interpret a complex sentence. Write in crisp, clear, simple sentences. Not complex sentences, not compound sentences, but simple sentences (e.g.; "The five elements of negligence are duty of care, breach of duty, cause in fact, legal cause, and harm."). Avoid "because," "although," and other inducements to put the principal idea into a subordinate clause. Always keep the horse before the cart. Simple sentences are key.

11. State your conclusions in short, numbered sentences on the first page of your bluebook.

Placing all of your conclusions on the first page of your bluebook simplifies life for the grader. Do it. Your first page will look something like this, depending on the number of major issues in each essay in your state:

Jones is liable in negligence;
Nifty Widget Co. is liable in strict product liability;
Nifty Widget Co. will fail in its attempt to assert the statute of limitations as a defense.

12. Go for every single part of a point of credit.

Is there a definition of a term of art that you can add? Is there an exception to a rule that you should note? Would service in fact have been within the statute of limitations had the statute ran on a holiday or Sunday? Do not add irrelevant or superfluous material. Do add those refinements that a good lawyer would add to a brief. They can raise your grade.

13. Do not be intimidated or discouraged; handle every single issue of law, whether or not you are expert in it.

The chances are that most students begin their bar review courses with much the same knowledge. All have an equal opportunity to learn about new fields of law during the bar review course. Trusts and estates, for example, and domestic relations are major areas covered in many state bar examinations. Many law school graduates have never started on those fields of law, however, before they start learning them for the bar examination. If you do not know those fields, you are just like thousands of others. If you do know those fields, you are starting out ahead.
You are in full charge of your own skills of legal analysis as you write the bar examination essays. Take each issue, find the law, apply the law to the facts, then draw a conclusion. Keep doing that, one issue after the other, omitting no issues, and you will do at least as well as the other candidates. Just keep applying your skills. Do not worry about what anyone else is doing. Handle every issue in a lawyerlike way and you will inevitably surpass the performance of those who know exactly as much law as you do, but who become panicky and confused.

14. Be courteous to the bar examiners: Do not indicate that it is more important to you to know the law of jurisdictions other than this one.

A bar candidate who writes, "Some jurisdictions have a rule on third-party beneficiaries, and some do not" is behaving more courteously than the candidate who shows that the law of the local jurisdiction is irrelevant to him. "In my home jurisdiction, we have such a rule, but I don't know how it is done here," simply throws sand in the eyes of the local bar examiners. You are, after all, applying to practice law in their jurisdiction. Show respect.

15. Spend half of your time reading and outlining the question.

It is impossible to overemphasize the importance of practice. In the bar examination you are under time pressure and psychological stress. If you do not practice restraining yourself, if you do not practice the skills of outlining, you will want to start writing your essay answer as soon as you have read the question once. The man on your left may be packing up to go, having finished the entire examination. The woman on your right may be noisily crumpling up the pages of her unfortunate first draft. Your heart will be beating crazily, and every nerve in your body will be screaming "Write!" Train yourself to spend half of your time reading and outlining. Many points are lost on careless reading. Careful outlining allows you to pace your writing. Take the time. It leads to success.

16. Do not discuss what the bar examiners tell you not to discuss.

If the question says that the will was "validly executed," it is telling you not to put down the requirements for a validly executed will. If the question says that the complaint was "duly served," do not write down the due process requirements for service. Take advantage of what is given you as the basis upon which to plan your essay. Do not waste time telling the examiners what they have already told to you.

17. Do discuss what the bar examiners tell you to discuss.

If the interrogatory asks which causes of action in tort the plaintiff has, do not tell the examiners that there are no causes of action in tort, but only in contract. One of the late Professor Irving Younger's famous rules for cross-examination was,
"Don't quarrel with the witness." A similar rule applies here: Don't quarrel with the bar examiners.

18. When you make an assumption not stated in the fact pattern, explain what you are doing.

Fact patterns sometimes suggest more than they state. Do not make an assumption about the facts without saying what you are doing. "Assuming that the will was validly executed," or "On the assumption that New York is also a race-notice jurisdiction," are ways to make clear your premises. Clarity shows thoughtfulness for the reader; it also helps to explain the reasoning behind your answer. It may gain you valuable points. And it may save you when your thoughtfully reasoned conclusion is incorrect because it was based on a well-articulated, though erroneous, assumption.

19. Once you have spent the allotted time on a question, whether or not you are finished, STOP.

In few bar examinations will you find the essay questions rigidly timed, question by question. Rather, you are required to write the answers to a certain number of questions within a given period of time. You will find a statement of "suggested time" or even "time allotted" either at the beginning of the essay question section, if all are to be treated equally, or at the beginning of each question. Treat "Suggested time" as if it read "time allowed." Act as if there were a bell at the end of the allotted time and as if bluebooks were to be collected. Do not go over the time suggested.

An extra five or ten minutes will not substantially improve one essay; a missing five or ten minutes may destroy another essay. You should devote only the full suggested time to each essay. The last essay is just as important as the first.

If you are taking the New York Bar Exam, your smartest step would be to enroll in the Bar Essay Training Schools, where you will learn key law and essay techniques every day. Students in the Gallagher Schools receive course materials including many real New York essays. Attendees also receive a copy of Dr. Gallagher’s book Scoring High on Bar Exam Essays. The St. John’s Law School Forum called Scoring High, "The best [money] you can spend on bar exam preparation."

Learn about the Three-Day and Ten-Day schools and register to attend online at: www.BarWrite.com
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